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ANALYTICITY OF ALMOST EVERYWHERE

DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS

ERIC J. HOWARD

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. We develop a partitioning lemma (see Lemma 5) for superadditive

set functions satisfying certain continuity conditions. This leads to a relatively

simple proof of two theorems of A. S. Besicovitch on when a function of a com-

plex variable that is continuous and difTerentiable outside of small exceptional

sets is analytic (or almost everywhere equal to an analytic function).

1. Introduction

In 1931 A. S. Besicovitch proved the following two theorems concerning

sufficient conditions for a function to be analytic (cf. [B]):

Theorem I. If a function f(z) of a complex variable is defined and bounded

in an open simply connected domain D and is known to be differentiate at all

points of D except possibly at the points of a set E of one-dimensional Hausdorff

measure zero, then f(z) is equal at each point of D - E to a function analytic

in all of D.

Theorem II. If a function f(z) of a complex variable is defined and continuous

in an open simply connected domain D and is known to be differentiable at all

points of D except possibly at the points of a set E of a-finite one-dimensional

Hausdorff measure, then f(z) is analytic in all of D.

Two remarks about these theorems are in order. First, as Besicovitch noted

in his paper, the exceptional sets in the two theorems cannot be enlarged if

no additional conditions (e.g. topological conditions) are imposed on the sets.

Second, as analyticity is a local property, it is clear that the simple connectivity

of the domains in the two theorems is unnecessary.

The proof of Theorem I presented by Besicovitch involves a tedious induction

with cumbersome inequalities, and takes considerable effort to understand fully.

Not surprisingly, the proof of Theorem II, though similar to the first proof, is
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even more tedious. In this paper we present a much simpler proof of these

two theorems which bypasses the induction argument. We prove both results

simultaneously, stating them as one theorem (Theorem 8).

Our purpose here is not to prove the most general form of Besicovitch's the-

orems. Instead, the emphasis is on a new proof of Besicovitch's results which

relies on an important partitioning lemma (Lemma 5). The partitioning lemma

is proved by exploiting the covering properties of dyadic squares and their re-

lationship to Hausdorff measures developed by Besicovitch (Lemma 2), and

is useful, not only for the results of this paper, but also for its application to

the theory of integration. In particular, it may easily be employed to prove

[P4, Lemma 3.8] (an outline of [P4] without proofs is given in [P5]) and [PY,

Lemma 2.2] with the additive functions replaced by superadditive functions,

thus allowing the additive majorants in the definitions of the variational inte-

grals in [P4, §4; PY, §3] to be replaced by superadditive majorants. This in

turn allows Riemann-type definitions of these integrals similar to that of [P3,

Definition 3.1], in much the same way that the generalized Riemann integral is

shown to be equivalent to a variational integral (see [H, §5]).

In this paper, we use the partitioning lemma to prove a generalization to

superadditive set functions in Rm of the fact that a differentiable function of

one real variable is nondecreasing when its derivative is nonnegative (Theorem

7). The classical form of the theorem, that an additive function of compact

intervals is nonnegative when its lower derivate is nonnegative, is well known

(cf. [S, Chapter VI, Theorem (3.1) p. 190]). This result has been explored for

superadditive functions in a more general topological setting in [PI, P2] and

a closely related paper, [PW]. Here, we restrict our attention to superadditive

functions of closed figures in Rm . (Though it may seem more natural, in view

of the present application of Lemma 5, to use subadditive functions and upper

dérivâtes, we choose to remain with superadditive functions and lower dérivâtes,

which are more appropriate for the applications mentioned in the previous

paragraph.) From Theorem 7, Besicovitch's theorems follow using familiar

techniques.

2. Preliminaries

We denote by R and R+ the sets of real and positive real numbers, re-

spectively. Throughout this paper, m > 1 is a fixed integer and, except where

stated otherwise, all work is done in the m-dimensional space Rm. For x =

({,,..., ÍJ we let |x| = (£r=i£,2)1/2 and ||x|| = max{|^|, ..., |{J}. If
A c Rm and x G Rm , we let d(A) and dist(x, A) denote the diameter of

A and the distance between x and A, both with respect to the norm ||x||.

If (5 is a positive number then U(A,¿) = {y6Rm: dist(y, A) < 3} , but we

write U(x, ô) in place of U({x}, a). The closure, interior, boundary, and m-

dimensional Lebesgue measure of A are denoted by A~ , A°, dA, and \A\,

respectively.
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In this paper, an interval is the cartesian product of m nondegenerate com-

pact intervals in R, and a figure is a finite union of intervals. Thus, intervals

and figures are always closed. For any set A c Rm , we let &~(A) denote the

collection of all figures which are subsets of A , together with the empty set. As

the collection A? (A) is not closed with respect to set difference and intersec-

tion, we define two corresponding set operations under which &~(A) is closed;

namely, BxeB2 = (Bl - B2)~ and BxqB2 = [(Bx n B2)°]~~. Two figures Bx

and B2 are called nonoverlapping if Bx 0 B2 = 0 . An interval is called a cube

if it is the cartesian product of m intervals in R of equal length, and a dyadic

cube is a cube of the form n™ J^,-2"" , (k¡ + 1)2-"] where n, kx, ... , km are

integers and n > 0. The terms rectangle and square refer to intervals and cubes,

respectively, in R . In particular, rectangles and squares are always closed and

have sides parallel to the coordinate axes.

Let A be a figure and let E c A . A partition in A mod E is a collection 3s —

{(Ax, xx), ... , (Ap, xp)} where {Ax, ... , A } is a family of nonoverlapping

subintervals of A and x¡ € A¡ — E for i = 1, ... , p. We write [JAP —

(J{B: (B, x) G AA0}. It should be noted that we refer to a partition in A (as

opposed to of A) since U ¿P need not equal A. The partition AP is called

dyadic if each A¡ is a dyadic cube, and if ô : A - E —> R+ , then SA is called

ô-fine when d(A¡) < o(x¡) for i = I, ... , p . The following lemma is a dyadic

version of Cousin's lemma.

Lemma 1. If A is a dyadic cube and S : A —► R+ , then there is a ô-fine dyadic

partition A? in A mod 0 with A = \J AAA.

Proof. Assume the lemma is not true. Divide A into 2m dyadic cubes A , ...,

A with d(A ) = d(A)/2 . Since A does not have a ¿-fine dyadic partition,

at least one of the 2m subcubes does not have a ¿-fine dyadic partition; call

it Ax . Applying the same reasoning to Ax and continuing in this manner, we

obtain a sequence {An} of nested dyadic cubes, each of which has no ¿-fine

dyadic partition and d(An) -* 0. Letting f\„An = {x} we eventually have

d(An) < S(x) for large n . Thus, {(An , x)} is a ¿-fine dyadic partition of An

for large n , which is a contradiction and the lemma is proved.

If A is a figure, we let ||^|| denote the usual (m - 1 )-dimensional surface

area. For a set £cR™, we denote by %A(E) the (m - 1 )-dimensional outer

Hausdorff measure of E defined as in [Fe, §2.10.2, p. 171] so that %A(dA) =

\\A\\ for each figure A . We note that 2? differs from %Am~ defined in [Fa,

§1.2, p. 7] by a multiplicative constant (cf. [Fa, Theorem 1.12, p. 13]). As in

[P4], we call a set slight if ^(E) = 0 and thin if it has rr-finite ^-measure.

The slight and thin sets defined in this way are larger than those of [P3, PY]; in

particular, they are not necessarily compact. The next lemma is the basic tool

used in the proof of Lemma 5, and follows from [Fa, Theorem 5.1, p. 65].

Lemma 2. There is a constant k > 0 which depends only on m and has the

following property: if E c Rm and ¿%A(E) < a, then for each n > 0 we can find
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a nonoverlapping sequence {Bn} of dyadic cubes with diameters less than n so

that E c (Uf,)° and Y\d(Bn)]m~l < xa.

The fact that the sequence {Bn} in Lemma 2 can be taken to be nonover-

lapping is a consequence of the fact that any collection of dyadic cubes has a

nonoverlapping subcollection with the same union. This observation plays a

critical role in the proof of Lemma 5.

3. Functions of figures

By a function on SF(A) we mean a function which assigns a real value to

each element of &~(A). The following definition parallels [P4, Definitions 3.1

and 3.6].

Definition 3. Let A be a figure and let F be a function on A?(A). We say that

F is:

(i) lower bounded if given e > 0 there is a ô > 0 such that F(B) > -e

for each B G 9~{A) with ||ß|| < 6 ;

(ii) lower continuous in a set E c A if given e > 0, there is a a > 0 such

that F(B) > -e for each B g &'A) with B c A n U(E, Ô), \B\ < ô ,

and ||t3|| < 1/e; and

(iii) lower amiable if it is lower bounded, and if there is a slight set S c A

such that F is lower continuous in each compact set E c A - S .

If both F and -F are lower bounded, lower continuous, or lower amiable, we

say that F is bounded, continuous, or amiable, respectively.

Example 4. Identify the complex plane with R and let f(z) be a function

of a complex variable in a figure A c R . Define F(0) = 0 and tF(/3) =

| /afi f(z) dz\ for every figure B c A , where we adhere to the usual convention

that the boundary of B is oriented counterclockwise. We prove the following

two facts:

(Fl) If / is bounded in A then F is bounded in A .

(F2) If / is continuous in a compact set E c A then F is continuous in

E.

To prove (Fl), simply note that if K is a bound for |/(z)| and B is any figure

in A, then \ ¡dBf(z)dz\ < JdB\f(z)\\dz\ < K\\B\\ so F(B) — 0 as ||5||—0.
The proof of (F2) takes more work. Choose e > 0 and let f(z) — u(x, y) +

777(x, y). Since u and v are continuous in the compact set E, by the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem there are polynomials p(x, y) and q(x, y) such that if

g(z) = p(x, y) + iq(x, y) then \f(z)-g(z)\ < c /6 for each zeE. For every

z g E, find Sz > 0 so that |/(z) - /(w)| < e2/6 and |$(z) - g(w)\ < e2/6

whenever w G A n C/(z, ¿z). Since £ is compact there is a <5 > 0 such that

U(E,Ô) c Uze£ U(z,S2). Hence, if ttj g U(E, S) then tt> G U(z,ôz) for

some z G E and

|/(7t;) - £(«;)| < |/(77,) - f(z)\ + \f(z) - g(z)\ + \g(z) - g(w)\ < e2/2.
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Let M = lmaxzeA \dg/d^\ where dg/d~z = (dg/dx + idg/dy)/l, and de-

crease ô if necessary so that Mo < s/1. If B c Au U(E, S) is a figure with

\B\ < ô and \\B\\ < l/e , then by the complex form of Green's theorem,

JdB
g(z)dz 2,

IIbÖ-z-
dxdy

M e
<1^.\B\<MS<^.

<ej\\B\\+eî<e.

Therefore, we see that

/   f(z)dz\< [   \f(z)-g(z)\\dz\+   f   g(z)d:
JdB I       JdB JdB

That is, |F(B) \ < e so F is continuous in E.

Remark. If f(z) is bounded in A and continuous in A-S for some slight set

S, then (Fl) and (F2) show that F is amiable in A .

>

4. The partitioning lemma for superadditive functions

For a figure  A, a function on  A?(A)   is superadditive if F(\JD€9;D)

J2Deçg F(D) for each finite nonoverlapping family 21 in A^~(A).

Remark. For any superadditive function F, the inequality F(B) > F(B) +

F(0) shows that F(0) < 0. If F is also lower bounded (and hence, if F is

lower amiable), then F(0) = 0.

Lemma 5. Let A be a dyadic cube and let F be a lower amiable superadditive

function on AF(A). If T is any thin set, then for e > 0 and S: A - T —> R+
there is a ô-fine dyadic partition AA° in A mod T such that F(AQ\Jâe) > -e.

Proof. Since F is lower bounded, there is an r\ > 0 such that F(B) > -e/1

for each figure B c A with ||v5|| < n. Let S be a slight set such that F is lower

continuous in each compact subset of A - S. By Lemma 2 there is a sequence
o

{Sn} of nonoverlapping dyadic cubes such that 5c G — (\JSn)   and

(1) Y}d(Sn)]
m-\

<
1

2m'

Since T' = T - G is thin, there is a disjoint sequence {7)} of sets with T' =

\JT¡ and %A(TA) < 1 for /' = 1, 2, ... . For each i, choose e, > 0 with

e( < min{l, l/2mK, e2~'} where x is the constant from Lemma 2. By the

lower continuity of F in A - G, there are positive numbers nt such that

F(B) > -e,/2 for each figure B c An U(A - G, n() with \B\ < ni and

\\B\\ < l/sr Applying Lemma 2 to each T¡ we obtain sequences {T¡ n}n

of nonoverlapping dyadic cubes with diameters less than n¡e¡ such that Ti c

(U*-,.„)" and

(2) y\d(T)f~{ <«■

We may assume that T¡ intersects T¡ n for each n , so T¡    C U(A - G, r]¡).

Let í¿ be a nonoverlapping subcollection of {Sn} u {Tt n: i, n = 1, 2, ...}
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with {J& = \JSHU{\J¡iHTitH) soSurc(lJ^) ■ Choose a function Ô:A^

R+ with ¿(x) < ô(x) on A - T which satisfies the following condition: if

x e S U T and B is a dyadic cube containing x with d(B) < S(x), then

B c U for some U G %A. By Lemma 1, there is a ¿-fine partition S of A

such that A = [j ¿f. Let 2^" be the collection of all cubes in % which contain

a cube from S, and let 3s - {(Ax, xx), ... , (A , xp)} be the collection of

all (B, x) G S such that B is not contained in a cube from í¿. Since for

any two overlapping dyadic cubes, one must contain the other, A- does not

overlap |J 'V for each j = I, ... , p. Furthermore, each cube from S is

either contained in (J 'V or it is not, so A e U 3° = \J T". By the way that

¿(x) was chosen on T, we have x, € A - T for each j = I, ... , p , so 3s is

a ¿-fine partition in A mod T. Separate 'V into the following disjoint finite

subcollections:

^ = Wf){Sn},

and for 7 = 2,3,...,

^ (T-n{Tx n:n = l,l,...})-^

(^f){T¡n:n = l,l,...})- L^u

Since W is finite, there is an integer r such that "V = ¿7* [j ([f   AT/). By (1),

B^y

< E ||2*|| < E^ll < lmJ2[d(Sn)]m     < ImJ- = n,
BeJ*

1m

so F(\JBe?,B)>-E/l. By (2),

U* < e 11*11 * E u?;-, J * 2wEw7i..)i""1 <2mK < r < f '
Ä6.2-

from which follows

= E i5i * *a E n*n < *,■

Hence, F(Uß&^75) > -e(/2 so

u*
B€^i

F(AeU3*) = F( \Jb)>f[\Jb\+J2f[\Jb

> Eï>-i=i
The next lemma generalizes Lemma 5 by replacing the dyadic cube A by an

arbitrary figure. It is worth noting that the same proof can be used to replace

A by any bounded set with thin boundary, but we do not need such generality

here.
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Lemma 6. Let A be a figure and let F be a lower amiable superadditive function

on A? (A). If T is any thin set, then for e > 0 and ô: A - T —>R+ there is a

ô-fine dyadic partition 3° in A mod T such that F (A e {j3°) > -e.

Proof. Let {Cx, ... , Cs} be a nonoverlapping collection of dyadic cubes such

that A C C = U C¡. Extend F to a superadditive lower amiable function

F on A¥(C) by setting F(B) = F(B Q A) for each B e &(C). Choose

ô: C - (TlidA) -> R+ such that ¿(x) < ¿(x) for each x G A - T and

¿(x) < dist(x, dA) for each x G C — (T U <9v4). By Lemma 5, for each

i = I, ... , s, there is a ¿-fine dyadic partition 3si in C( mod TudA such that

F(C,. 0 P¡) > -s/s where F. = \J{B: (B, x) G ̂ } . Since ¿(x) < dist(x, dA)

for x € C - (TUdA), if (B, x) e [fM 3*i then either B c A° or BnA = 0.

Let 3s = {(Ax ,xx), ... ,(Aq, xq)} be all pairs (B, x) g \Jl=l3ai such that
o A o

B c A . Then since ¿(x) < ¿(x) on A - T, the partition 3s is ¿-fine in A

mod F and

F(Ae\j3*) = FÍAntJ[C,e/>] j = F íy[C(.eF,]j

>EW,eP,)>-E7 = -«-

5. Lower dérivâtes and the theorems of Besicovitch

Let A be a figure and let F be a function on A?~(A). The lower derívate of
o

F at a point x G A   is defined to be

Z)tF(x) = infliminf^f^,
lc„l

where the infimum is taken over all sequences {Cn} of closed subcubes (not

necessarily dyadic) of A such that x G Cn and limd(Cn) = 0.

Theorem 7. Le/ A be a figure and let F be a lower amiable superadditive

function on ,T(A).  If there is a thin set T such that DtF(x) > 0 for each
o

x G A  - T, then F is nonnegative.

Proof. As the restriction of F to SF(B) is a lower amiable superadditive func-

tion on A^(B) for each B e S^(A), it suffices to show that F (A) > 0. Choose

e > 0. Since each x G Rm is in only countably many closed dyadic cubes,

for x G A - T there is a ¿(x) > 0 such that F(C)/|C| > -e/(2|yl|) for

each dyadic cube C with x e C and d(C) < ¿(x). Thus, we have a map

¿: A - (T u dA) —► R+ and by Lemma 6, there is a ¿-fine dyadic partition

{(Ax , x,),..., (Ap, xp)} in A mod TudA such that F(Ae\JAj) > -e/1.
Therefore,

F(A) > F(Ae[}A,) + J2F(Ai) > _« - ¿|^ > -,.

Since e was arbitrary, F(,4) > 0.
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It is interesting to note that the condition DtF(x) > 0 is more than is needed.
o

It would be sufficient to assume that DdF(x) > 0 on A -T where DdF(x) is

the "lower dyadic derívate" liminf F(Cn)/|Cn\, the sequence {Cn} being the

collection of dyadic cubes containing x in a decreasing order.

The next theorem contains the two theorems of Besicovitch quoted in the

introduction of this paper.

Theorem 8. Let D be an open set in the plane and let S and T be slight and

thin sets, respectively. If f(z) is a function of a complex variable in D which

is bounded on each compact subset of D, is continuous at each point of D — S,

and has a complex derivative at each point ofD-T, then f is equal at each

point of D - S to a function which is analytic in D.

To prove Theorem 8 we first show in Lemma 9 that fgR f(z)dz = 0 for each

rectangle R c D, but as the function / is not continuous, Morera's theorem

is not sufficient to finish the proof.

Lemma 9. Let D, S, T, and f be as in Theorem 8. Then fdR f(z) dz = 0 for
each rectangle R c D.

Proof. Let F be a rectangle in D and define F(0) — 0 and

F(B) =
Job

\dz

for each figure B c R. Clearly, F is superadditive and by Example 4, F is

amiable. Choose z G R- T. Since /\z) exists, we can write

/(C) = f(z) + /(*)({ - z) + <t>z(Q(t; - z),

where <j>z(Q —► 0 as ( -+ z. Choose e > 0 and let ô > 0 be such that

|r/)z(C)| < e/4\/2 when |£ - z\ < S. Then for any square C c R with z e C

and d(C) <¿/v/2,

1/  f(Qd¿=\[  </>2(0(r-z)dC< f  |*x(OIIC--*||rfC|
UdC I UOC JdC

<^=s/2d(C)\\C\\=e\C\.

This implies that F(C)/|C| > -e and since e was arbitrary, DtF(z) > 0. By

Theorem 7 we see that F(R) > 0 but F is nonpositive so F(R) — 0. That is,

fdRf(z)dz = 0.

Proof of Theorem 8. Choose an open square V in D with V~ c D. Call a

path y in V admissible if it consists of a finite number of line segments parallel

to the axes and let l'y) denote its length. Fix zQ G V and for each z in V

define g(z) = f f(Ç)dÇ where y is any admissible path in V from zQ to z.

Since S is slight, the integral always exists and by Lemma 9, the function g

is well defined. It is easy to show that the boundedness of / implies that g is
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\[g(w)-g(z))-f(z)(w-z)\ = </(y) max 1/(0-/(z)|.

continuous. Moreover, if z and w are points of V and y is an admissible

path from z tow then

f[f(0-f(z)]dC
Jy

Since y can be chosen so that l(y) < l\w-z\, then g has a complex derivative

equal to f(z) at each point z G V where / is continuous. Thus, by Lemma 9,

JdRg(z)dz = 0 for each rectangle F in F so by Morera's theorem, g is

analytic. Hence, / is equal to the analytic g at each point of V where / is

continuous. As V was arbitrary, the proof is complete.

This last proof is essentially a proof of a simple generalization of Morera's

theorem to functions whose set of discontinuities is a slight set. It should be

noted that much more general versions of Morera's theorem exist (see [R; Z,

Theorem 1]) which could be applied to immediately deduce Theorem 8 from

Lemma 9. The above elementary argument was presented in order to be con-

sistent with our goal of presenting a simple proof of Besicovitch's theorems.

Finally, by using standard techniques, the differentiability requirement in

Theorem 8 can be relaxed to that of [S, Chapter VI, Theorem (5.3), p. 197].
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